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Abstract- For image reconstruction, the particular constant quantity of the received image should be 
same as original image with the given analysis. This paper implements an analysis algorithm, where 
the particular constant quantity are analysed via image texture leaning with an appropriate variable 
variation's. In this paper, a three level decomposed multi-wavelet (3LMW)-based multi-scale image 
noise variation analysis scheme for image text attribute noise variation (TANV) and image analysis 
algorithm is proposed and the determination of the optimal 3LMW basis with respect to the proposed 
scheme is also discussed. The proposed method is applied to image noise variation analysis, and 
the experimental results validated its generality and effectiveness in multi-style image noise variation 
analysis. 
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quantity of the received image should be same as original 
image with the given analysis. This paper implements an 
analysis algorithm, where the particular constant quantity are 
analysed via image texture leaning with an appropriate 
variable variation's. In this paper, a three level decomposed 
multi-wavelet (3LMW)-based multi-scale image noise variation 
analysis scheme for image text attribute noise variation (TANV) 
and image analysis algorithm is proposed and the 
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applied to image noise variation analysis, and the 
experimental results validated its generality and effectiveness 
in multi-style image noise variation analysis. 
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I. Introduction 
 
In this paper, a generic model to solve these 
multi-style[7] image TANV analysis problems has been 
proposed. The pair of book keeping aim to characterize 
the two domains, multi-scale[3] and semi-quad[6], the 
mapping functions is to reveal the relation between two 
variable variation's [4][5] for noise variation analysis. The 
proposed model is called as auto-coupled image noise 
variation analysis and apply it to image noise variation 
analysis to validate its performance. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 discusses about Multi-Scale Image Text 
Attribute Noise Variation (MSTANV) scheme. Analysis 
Model is presented in section 3. Section 4 presents the 
proposed model Multi-Scale Image Analysis method. 
Section 5 discuss the results and Section 6 concludes 





   
 
 
                                σjxyz= |Ljxyz-xyz|σ:xyz  (1) 
where |Ljxyz-1| is the corresponding filter (|LDjx-1|), (|LHjy-
1| and (|LVjz-1|).  
The orientation vector are represented as,  
             Ȓjxy(mx,ny)=[Rjxy(mx,ny) Rjxy+xy(mx,ny)]Txy=ẋjxy+ẏjxy ±√|Ljxy-xy|σ:xy                                                      (2) 
                          Ȓjyz(mx,ny)=[Rjyz(mx,ny) Rjyz+yz(mx,ny)]Tyz=ẋjyz+ẏjyz ±√|Ljyz-yzσ:yz   
                                         (3) 
                           Ȓjxz(mx,ny)=[Rjxz(mx,ny) Rjxz+xz(mx,ny)]Txz=ẋjxz+ẏjxz  ±√|Ljxz-xz|σ:xz
  
        
                                 (4)
where 
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n many image recognition applications, people often 
send images from different sources and consequently 
they were received at different destinations. In 
addition, low resolution obtained at multiple receivers 
should be up-converted to a higher level of resolution for 
better interpretation at end user. Research works on 
such image analysis problems should benefit the 
practical applications under image interpretation and 
image human visual distinctive information analysis 
[1][2].
I
The MSTANV scheme presented in this work 
adopts partitioned and relevant (P&R) 3LMW stretch 
(P&R3L) and  two-stage decomposition structure is 
implemented. Here wHjx, wVjy and wDjz are the 3LMW 
particular constant quantity at horizontal, vertical and 
diagonal particular constant quantity.
Let Sxyz denote input image to analyse. Filters 
Hjx , Hjy and Hjz used in P&R3L are replaced with (2j-xyz -
xyz) zeros of the variable quantity of original filter Ho:xyz , 
so does for Ho:xyz ||Vjxyz. The analysed signal by 
proposed 3LMW, is an average of several MSTANV
signal by P&R3L. Noise variations of sj at scale j in a
direction is 
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Text Attribute Noise Variation based Multi-Scale Image Analysis
III. Analysis Model
Let Ȓxyz denote MSTANV image to analyse and set of variants hxyz = {ȟxyz}. Let Ȓixyz denote a path of Ȓxyz at 
image text location ixyz, then,
                                                       Ȓixyz = Ȓxyz Ƿixyz                                                                                              (5)
where Ƿixyz denotes a P&R operator,
                                                   Ȓxyz=(∑ ǷixyzTxyz Ƿixyz)-xyz (∑ ǷixyzTxyz Ȓixyz)                                                         (6)
For mapping Ĥxyz,
                                                              Ȓixyz = Ĥxyzȟixyz                                                                                  (7)
Substituting  (6) into (7),
Ȓxyz=Ƒxyzȟxyz=(∑ ǷixyzTxyz Ƿixyz)-xyz (∑ ǷixyzTxyz Ĥxyzȟixyz) (8)
where Ƒxyz is used to reconstruct image Ƿxyz. variant particular constant quantity are represented by
ȟxyz=argȟxyzmin[1/xyz |Xxyz- Ƒxyzȟxyz|xyzxyz +λxyz|ȟxyz|xyz (9)
where Xxyz=Ȓxyz+ήxyz and λxyz is the deviation variable,
   (ȟxyz,ăxyz)=arg ȟxyz,ăk min [1/xyz|Xxyz-Ƒxyzȟxyz|xyzxyz + λxyz1 |ȟxyz|xyz ]+λxyz2∑Kk=xyz ∑iϵCk:xyz|Ĥxyzȟixyz-ăk|xyzxyz                 (10)
where ăk stands for kxyz-th Ck:xyz of particular constant quantity ȟxyz. By rewriting the (10) as,
(ȟxyz,ǧxyz)=arg ȟxyz,ăk min [1/xyz|Xxyz-Ƒxyzȟxyz|xyzxyz + λxyz1 |ȟxyz|xyz ]+λxyz2∑Kk=xyz ∑iϵCk:xyz|Ĥxyzȟixyz-Ĥxyzǧkxyz|xyzxyz          (11)
resulting |Ĥxyzȟixyz-Ĥxyzǧkxyz|xyzxyz = |ȟixyz-ǧkxyz|xyzxyz . From these, by re-writing the (11) as,
     (12)
By substituting norm in (12), resulting in
(13)
Classify Ȓxyz in to Pxyz and Qxyz, as in to Nxyz and Mxyz respectively. Having a set of Nxyz {ΓPk:xyz,1≤k:xyz≤N} for Pxyz and 
a set of Mxyz {ΓQl:xyz,1≤l:xyz≤M} for Qxyz, where Γpk:xyz denotes the index of k in Pxyz and ΓQl:xyz denotes the index of l in 
Qxyz. The QC Model corresponding to above projection is given by,
J(Ēk:xy,l:xy, ăk:xy, ǧl:xy, άk:xy,l:xy)= ∑Nk=1:xy∑Ml=1:xy | ΓPk:xy || ΓQl:xy |(Ēk,l:xy-Ĕk,l:xy)xy + ∑Nk:xy=1 ăk:xy (∑Ml=1:xy | ΓQl:xy |Ēk:xy,l:xy-xy)+ 
∑Ml=1:xy   ǧl:xy (∑Nk=1:xy| ΓPK:xy |Ēk:xy,l:xy-xy)- ∑Nk:xy=1:xy∑Ml=1:xy άk:xy,l:xy Ēk:xy,l:xy (14),
J(Ēk:yz,l:yz, ăk:yz, ǧl:yz, άk:yz,l:yz)= ∑Nk=1:yz∑Ml=1:yz | ΓPk:yz || ΓQl:yz |(Ēk,l:yz-Ĕk,l:yz)yz + ∑Nk:yz=1 ăk:yz (∑Ml=1:yz | ΓQl:yz |Ēk:yz,l:yz-yz)+ 
∑Ml=1:yz   ǧl:yz (∑Nk=1:yz| ΓPK:yz |Ēk:yz,l:yz-yz)- ∑Nk:yz=1:yz∑Ml=1:yz άk:yz,l:yz Ēk:yz,l:yz (15), and
J(Ēk:xz,l:xz, ăk:xz, ǧl:xz, άk:xz,l:xz)= ∑Nk=1:xz∑Ml=1:xz | ΓPk:xz || ΓQl:xz |(Ēk,l:xz-Ĕk,l:xz)xz + ∑Nk:xz=1 ăk:xz (∑Ml=1:xz | ΓQl:xz |Ēk:xz,l:xz-xz)+ 
∑Ml=1:xz   ǧl:xz (∑Nk=1:xz| ΓPK:xz |Ēk:xz,l:xz-xz)- ∑Nk:xz=1:xz∑Ml=1:xz άk:xz,l:xz Ēk:xz,l:xz             (16)
where Ēk:xyz,l:xyz,ăk:xyz, ǧl:xyz and άk:xyz,l:xyz are the index constraints. In the scenario of image analysis, re-writing the (13), 
we get by considering ɸ initial values,
        (ȟxyz,ǧxyz)=arg ȟxyz,ăk min [1/xyz|Xxyz-Ƒxyzȟ|xyzxyz + λxyz1 |ȟxyz|xyz ]+λxyz2∑Kk=1: xyz ∑iϵCk: xyz|Ĥxyzȟi: xyz-Ĥxyzǧk: xyz|1: xyz     (17)
and άy: xyz=argά: xyzmin |άxyz|1: xyz, by stating
                                                    |Sxyz-nxyzɸxy:yz:zxάxyz|xyz<εxyz                                                                                                                                                    (18)
and then the reconstructed S is obtained as Sj: xyz=ɸxy:yz:zxάy: xyz which is very close to the true image Sxyz.
(ȟxyz,ǧxyz)=arg ȟxyz,ăk min [1/xyz|Xxyz-Ƒxyzȟxyz|xyzxyz + λxyz1 |ȟxyz|xyz ]+λxyz2∑Kk=xyz ∑iϵCk:xyz|ȟixyz-ǧkxyz|xyzxyz
    (ȟxyz,ǧxyz)=norm( argȟxyz,ăk ∑min [1/xyz|Xxyz-Ƒxyzȟxyz|xyzxyz) + norm(λxyzn1 |ȟxyz|xyz ])+norm(λxyzn2∑Kk=xyz ∑iϵCk:xyz|ȟixyz-ǧkxyz|xyzxyz )

























   
   
   
   
   
   



























































Text Attribute Noise Variation based Multi-Scale Image Analysis
IV. Multi-Scale Image Analysis Algorithm
The proposed analysis approach shown in fig 1; involves multi-scale image TANV analysis algorithm :
Algorithm : Multi-scale Image Analysis Algorithm
Input : Book keeping pairs Bxy , Byz and Bzx and  3LMW  pairs 3Lxy ,3Lyz and 3Lzx.
1. Update Sxyz in 3L as Xj:x, Xj:y, Xj:z and Yj:x , Yj:y , Yj:z.
2. Update Bxy , Byz and Bzx.
3. Update 3Lxy ,3Lyz and 3Lzx.
4. Update kxyz.
5. Update J by multi-style TANV analysis.
6. Update kxyx
Output: Analysed image.
Figure 1 : Flowchart of the proposed analysis based multi-scale image TANV analysis
In the above fig 1, at coding stage, input 
images with styles were defined at initial. Dictionary or 
book keeping matrix is defined with the randomness in 
the image style selected, based on these coding is 
done. At tranform stage, coding coefficeints X are
mapped in to relevnat coefficients Y image analysis 
values. 
At reconstruction stage, the coefficients are 
analysed in to their original styles by the same dictionary 
mapping or book keeping. 
V. Experiment Results and discussions
As stated in above chapters, the TANV 
performance increases in variable variation's-information 
CIi:xyz of original signal Si:xyz and noisy quantity wi:xyz, 
related as CIi:xyz =I(Si:xyz +wi:xyz±σ:xyz), but decreases in 
noise error criteria CNi:xyz. Therefore, good 3LMW basis 
for TANV should aim at maximizing CIi:xyz and minimizing 
CNi:xyz is implemented in this research work. Denoting 
P&R 3LMW as P&R3L (n:xyz),where n=1,2,3,....,N and bi-
P&R 3LMW is denoted by CDF(n:xyz,n':xyz), where n is 
analytic 3LMW and n' is analyzed 3LMW.
Proposed method has been implemented on 
nine 256 X 256 images Barbara, Boats, Butterfly, 
Cameraman, House, Straw, Lena, Baboon and Peppers 
as shown in fig 2, to compute their CIi:xyz and CNi:xyz
values with respect to wavelets CDF(3,3) and P&R3L (4). 
In table 2 and table 3, listed the values of CIi:xyz and 
CNi:xyz when j:xyz =2N-1-1 and j:xyz = j:xyz =2N-1-2. These 
results represent the information of the first three 3LMW 
scales indication H, V and D as horizontal, vertical and 
diagonal subbands respectively.
From the experimental results tabulated in table 
1, table 2 and table 3, it can be observed that CDF(3,3) 
and P&R3L (4) are best of other 3LMW's under different 
TANV schemes available. From the experimental results 
shown in table 4, it is clear that proposed method 
generally outperforms reconstruction scheme. In table 4, 
Gaussian White Noise with standard deviation σ:xyz is 
added to nine test images. σxy, σyz and σyz are the 
estimation by our scheme.
  
   
         
      
   
         
      
   
         
      
      
  
       












           
           
           
 
 
           
           
           
 
 
           
           
           
 
 
           
           
           
 
      
    
 






         
         
         
          



























































Text Attribute Noise Variation based Multi-Scale Image Analysis
(a) Barbara (b) Boats (c) Butterfly
(d) Cameraman (e) House (f) Straw
(g) Lena (h) Baboon (i) Peppers
Figure 2 : Nine 256 X 256 images (a) Barbara, (b) Boats, (c) Butterfly, (d) Cameraman, (e) House, (f) Straw, (g) 
Lena, (h) Baboon and (i) Peppers
(a) Barbara (b) Boats (c) Butterfly
CDF(3,3) P&R3L (4) CDF(3,3) P&R3L (4) CDF(3,3) P&R3L (4)
(d) Cameraman (e) House (f) Straw
CDF(3,3) P&R3L (4) CDF(3,3) P&R3L (4) CDF(3,3) P&R3L (4)
(g) Lena (h) Baboon (i) Peppers
CDF(3,3) P&R3L (4) CDF(3,3) P&R3L (4) CDF(3,3) P&R3L (4)
Table I . Text Attribute Noise Variation R Taken In Fig.2
          
         
 
 
         
         
         
 
 
         
         
         
 
          
          
         
         
          
         
         
          
         
         
          
         
         
          
         
         
          
         
         
          
         
         
          
         
         
          
         
         
  
   
 
         
 
 
         
 
 
         
  
         
  
         
          
          
  



























































Text Attribute Noise Variation based Multi-Scale Image Analysis
Table II : Values of Ci And Cn for Nine Images As Shown In Fig 2













xy 0.3456 0.8125 0.8125 1.1010 0.3250 0.7522 0.6525 1.1526 0.8526 0.8152
yz 0.2256 0.3251 1.1256 1.4521 0.3010 0.5261 0.4456 0.7522 1.1256 0.3956




xy 1.4256 2.6521 1.3689 2.0562 1.2568 2.4512 1.7582 2.2561 1.3156 2.6952
yz 0.7612 1.4589 1.5164 2.3215 1.0785 2.0658 1.2156 2.1325 1.5262 1.4256




xy 0.1305 0.1256 0.0123 0.0156 0.0852 0.1023 0.2012 0.2859 0.0126 0.1212
yz 0.1459 0.2121 0.0126 0.0326 0.0758 0.1256 0.1652 0.1900 0.0159 0.1956




xy 0.0212 0.0415 0.0070 0.0121 0.0162 0.0325 0.0725 0.1521 0.0069 0.0485
yz 0.0380 0.1001 0.0108 0.0182 0.0251 0.0568 0.0548 0.0698 0.0025 0.0910
zx 0.0592 0.1011 0.0123 0.0121 0.0261 0.0589 0.1025 0.1985 0.0056 0.1023
Table III : Values of Ci And Cn for Nine Images As Shown In Fig 2
(f) Straw (g) Lena (h) Baboon (i) Peppers
CDF(3,3) P&R3L
(4)







xy 0.8952 1.1123 0.3592 0.8215 0.6528 1.2356 0.3056 0.7584
yz 1.1256 1.4859 0.2012 0.3056 0.4582 0.7856 0.3025 0.5892




xy 1.3826 2.0589 1.4002 2.6589 1.7515 2.8596 1.2689 2.4586
yz 1.5246 2.3596 0.7852 1.4512 1.2659 2.1256 1.0789 2.0456




xy 0.0125 0.0185 0.1165 0.1456 0.1205 0.2456 0.0826 0.1025
yz 0.0192 0.0356 0.1489 0.2158 0.1658 0.1986 0.0784 0.1035




xy 0.0072 0.0125 0.0256 0.0452 0.0756 0.1456 0.0125 0.0356
yz 0.0105 0.0182 0.0356 0.0956 0.0456 0.0956 0.0256 0.0589
zx 0.0123 0.0201 0.0589 0.1105 0.1005 0.1986 0.0214 0.0592














































































Text Attribute Noise Variation based Multi-Scale Image Analysis
Table IV : Noise Level Estimation Results
σ:xyz 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
(a) Barbara σxy 5.45 10.2 14.56 19.56 24.56 29.56 34.56 40.41
σyz 2015 6.89 12.56 17.25 23.25 28.26 33.25 40.11
σzx 2.10 7.56 13.56 18.56 23.26 29.21 34.56 40.46
(b) Boats σxy 5.68 9.56 13.25 19.25 23.56 27.89 33.25 40.11
σyz 6.58 11.26 15.96 20.25 25.26 30.25 34.56 40.74
σzx 3.96 7.85 13.58 18.69 24.56 29.86 34.58 40.70
(c) Butterfly σxy 3.12 7.25 12.25 18.25 23.56 28.26 33.25 40.02
σyz 6.58 10.25 14.58 20.15 24.58 28.69 34.25 40.51
σzx 3.56 8.25 13.58 19.58 24.56 29.56 34.56 40.65
(d) Cameraman σxy 6.58 10.25 14.15 19.25 23.15 29.25 33.25 39.56
σyz 7.59 11.58 15.15 20.25 24.56 30.25 34.25 40.15
σzx 3.58 8.59 14.56 19.58 24.56 29.58 34.58 40.85
(e) House σxy 6.01 7.89 11.25 16.25 22.12 27.56 33.15 40.12
σyz 13.25 17.25 21.26 25.25 29.58 34.38 38.59 43.25
σzx 6.25 8.96 12.65 17.22 23.26 28.56 34.56 40.25
(f) Straw σxy 3.22 6.25 12.56 17.25 23.15 28.15 33.56 40.12
σyz 6.89 11.25 15.56 20.14 25.26 30.22 34.25 40.68
σzx 3.25 7.85 13.56 18.25 24.56 29.56 34.89 40.52
(g) Lena σxy 6.25 10.25 15.24 20.25 24.56 29.25 34.59 40.12
σyz 3.26 6.59 12.56 17.56 23.45 28.56 33.56 40.52
σzx 3.22 8.59 13.58 19.28 24.62 29.52 34.56 39.25
(h) Baboon σxy 7.59 11.25 16.59 20.26 25.25 30.26 35.49 40.12
σyz 3.22 6.56 12.25 17.25 23.56 28.25 33.26 40.12
σzx 3.56 8.59 14.25 19.56 24.56 29.58 34.56 40.12
(i) Peppers σxy 3.22 6.25 12.15 17.25 23.26 28.22 33.26 40.33
σyz 13.59 17.16 21.25 25.65 29.25 34.25 38.59 43.25
σzx 6.59 8.96 12.56 17.56 23.65 28.65 34.56 40.25
The PSNR results on a set of 9 images are 
reported in Table 5. From Table 5, clearly shows the 
proposed TANV method significantly outperforms for 
both uniform blurring and Gaussian blurring.
VI. Conclusions
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